The fast nonradiative decay of multiexcitonic states via Auger recombination is a fundamental process affecting a variety of applications based on semiconductor nanostructures. From a theoretical perspective, the description of Auger recombination in confined semiconductor nanostructures is a challenging task due to the large number of valance electrons and exponentially growing number of excited excitonic and biexcitonic states that are coupled by the Coulomb interaction. These challenges have restricted the treatment of Auger recombination to simple, noninteracting electronhole models. Herein we present a novel approach for calculating Auger recombination lifetimes in confined nanostructures having thousands to tens of thousands of electrons, explicitly including electron-hole interactions. We demonstrate that the inclusion of electron-hole correlations are imperative to capture the correct scaling of the Auger recombination lifetime with the size and shape of the nanostructure. In addition, correlation effects are required to obtain quantitatively accurate lifetimes even for systems smaller than the exciton Bohr radius. Neglecting such correlations can result in lifetimes that are 2 orders of magnitude too long. We establish the utility of the new approach for CdSe quantum dots of varying sizes and for CdSe nanorods of varying diameters and 1 arXiv:1808.10404v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall]
but this observation has not been derived from first principles. Recently, it was argued that the AR decay in PbSe NRs has a crossover from cubic to bimolecular scattering as the length of the NR is increased, 28 calling into question the monotonic length dependence. Further complications arise from the difficulty to measure precisely the AR lifetimes 24 and also to independently control the dimensions of NRs by current synthetic techniques. In fact, it was shown that NRs of equal volume (but differing diameters and lengths) can have AR lifetimes that differ by more than a factor of 2, showed that the AR lifetimes are independent of A, 29 while recently it was argued to scale linearly with A, attributed to collisions of excitons limited by their spatial diffusion. 31 The scaling of the AR lifetime as a function of the number of monolayers (ML) was reported to obey a seventh power dependence, τ AR,NPL ∝ (ML) 7 , in CdSe NPLs. 31 This was rationalized by a simple noninteracting effective mass model. 31 In order to simplify and better understand the size and dimensionality dependence of AR lifetimes in NCs, a unified theoretical framework for calculating AR lifetimes in 0D, 1D and 2D nanostructures must be developed. Such a development has been hampered by various factors, including limitations resulting from the enormous number of excitonic and biexcitonic states in NCs as well as the difficulties in including electron-hole correlation effects. Indeed, previous theoretical works have relied on a non-atomistic model 14, 32 or a noninteracting electron-hole picture, thought to be suitable for strongly confined systems. 14-17, 33, 34 However, this approach fails to handle the continuous transition from strong to weak confinement regimes as well as nanostructures that have both strong and weak confinement along different dimensions (e.g., weakly confined along the NR axis and strongly confined in the others).
In this Letter, we develop a unified approach for calculating AR lifetimes that is applicable to all degrees of confinement. The approach is based on Fermi's golden rule to couple excitonic with biexcitonic states. Electron-hole correlations are explicitly included in the initial biexcitonic states by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) to obtain correlated electron-hole states which are then used to form the initial biexcitonic states. This procedure captures most of the electron-hole correlation as the exciton binding energy is typically an order of magnitude larger than the biexciton binding energy. 35 Through a study of CdSe QDs and NRs of varying dimensions, we show that our approach predicts AR lifetimes in quantitative agreement with experiments whereas the noninteracting formalism often overestimates the AR lifetimes by 1 − 2 orders of magnitude. The shorter AR lifetimes are a consequence of electron-hole pair localization which increases the Coulomb coupling and thereby the AR rate in the interacting formalism. By comparing the interacting and noninteracting formalisms (Fig. (1) ), we also make evident the importance of including electron-hole correlations for the first theoretical postdiction of the observed volume scaling of the AR lifetime in QDs. Interestingly, the transition to the regime where excitonic effects must be included for an accurate AR lifetime calculation occurs at a surprisingly small diameter in CdSe QDs, below the exciton Bohr radius of CdSe. Additionally, we explain the AR lifetime scaling behavior in terms of the scaling of the Coulomb matrix elements and the density of final states in QDs and NRs. The method presented in this Letter is generally applicable to 0D, 1D, 2D and NC heterostructures.
AR involves the coupling of an initial biexcitonic state (|B ) of energy E B to a final excitonic state (|S ) of energy E S via the Coulomb interaction (V ). We utilize Fermi's golden rule to calculate the AR lifetime (τ AR ) where we average over thermally distributed initial biexcitonic states and sum over all final decay channels into single excitonic states:
In the above, the delta function δ (E B − E S ) enforces energy conservation between the initial and final states and Z B is the partition function for biexcitonic states. Note that later when we compare to experimental values, we use a room temperature β for this Boltzmann weighted average, but we do not include temperature fluctuations in our NC configurations.
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A brute force application of equation (1) 
for a detailed derivation and discussion of the spin states studied herein) given by:
The first term on the right hand side (rhs) of equation (4) describes the decay of a negative trion of energy ε b + ε c − ε j into an electron of energy ε a while one of the holes remains a spectator (we refer to this as the "electron channel" and it is shown pictorially on the left side of Fig. 1 ), and the second term on the rhs of equation (4) describes the decay of a positive trion of energy ε b − ε j − ε k into a hole of energy ε i while one of the electrons remains a spectator (we refer to this as the "hole channel"). The explicit form of the Coulomb coupling is then given by:
where φ s (r) are the quasiparticle states for electrons (s ∈ a) or holes (s ∈ i) and there is no screeningconsistent with Ref. 33 and Ref. 37 .
As discussed in the introduction, the noninteracting approach is suitable for nanostructures in the very strong confinement regime, where the kinetic energy is large compared to electron-hole interactions.
This approach fails, as shown below, for system sizes in the moderate to weak confinement regimes.
The inclusion of electron-hole correlations is mainly of significance in the description of the initial biexcitonic states while for the final excitonic states, the noninteracting framework seems suitable even for weakly confined structures, since the final state describes a highly excited electron-hole pair, above their ionization energy. Therefore, we use a noninteracting description for |S given by equation (2), but include electron-hole correlations in the description of the initial biexcitonic state. Motivated by the work of Refaely-Abramson et al., 37 we express the biexcitonic state as two spatially noninteracting but spincorrelated excitons. This is justified since electron-hole correlations are most significant within excitons as reflected by the larger exciton binding energy compared to that of biexcitons. 35 In our interacting approach the biexcitonic states take the form:
where the coefficients c B b,j are determined by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), 38 as detailed in
Ref. 39 . The excitonic energy is given by the noninteracting expression, while the biexcitonic energy is now a sum of the exciton energies, each obtained from the BSE. Within the interacting framework, the AR lifetime is given as a sum of electron-dominated (shown pictorially on the right side of Fig. 1 ) and hole-dominated contributions:
where there are coherent sums of the Coulomb matrix elements multiplied with the coefficients that were obtained by diagonalizing the Bethe-Salpeter Hamiltonian matrix. Due to the presence of electron-hole interactions, all particles are involved in the AR process in the interacting formalism. For further details regarding the theory and the derivations of the above equations, please consult the Methods section.
For the implementation of the above frameworks, we chose the semi-empirical pseudopotential method to model the quasiparticle states. [42] [43] [44] [45] And because we only need quasiparticle states in specific energy ranges (near the band-edge for the initial biexcitonic states and those that satisfy energy conservation for the final excitonic states), we utilize the filter-diagonalization technique 46, 47 to obtain only the required electron and hole eigenstates. 47 Electron-hole correlations were included in the interacting formalism by solving the BSE within the static screening approximation, where the dielectric constant was taken from the work of Wang & Zunger. Fig. 2 . The difference in the band and optical gap is the exciton binding energy and is in good agreement with previous studies. 40, 41 This suggests that (a) our model is accurate enough to reproduce single-(fundamental gap) and twoparticle (optical gap) properties with the simplification of a uniform dielectric screening and (b) that our computational machinery shows mild scaling with the system size, allowing a direct comparison with experiments for realistic NC sizes. (4)) and interacting (equation (7)) formalisms along with experimental 1, 23, 24 measurements of the AR lifetimes.
It is clear that neglecting electron-hole correlations in the initial biexcitonic state is only reasonable in the very strong confinement limit, where R QD a B (where a B = 5.6 nm is the exciton Bohr radius of CdSe). 48 The noninteracting-based AR lifetimes increase too rapidly as the volume of the QD increases compared to both the interacting formalism and experimentally measured AR lifetimes. Quantitatively, the computed scaling of the AR lifetime by the noninteracting formalism is τ
AR,QD ∝ V 1.69 , which is in contrast to the known volume scaling of the AR lifetime in single material QDs. 1 On the other hand, the volume scaling is accurately captured by the interacting formalism (τ AR,QD ∝ V 0.99 ), and the overall agreement with the experiments is remarkable. Recall that the previous theoretical studies using a noninteracting formalism for the AR lifetime either studied QDs small enough that the noninteracting formalism was able to relatively accurately predict the volume scaling of the AR lifetime 33 or the theories predicted a stronger dependence on the volume (∝ V 5/3 to V 2 ). 14, 15 To understand the origin of the volume scaling of the AR lifetimes for QDs, we start with Fermi's golden rule and, for simplicity, focus on the rate of decay to hot electrons via the electron channel (similar arguments also hold for the hole channel) at zero temperature (b = c ≡ = LUMO and j ≡ h = HOMO) in the noninteracting approach:
where ε + ε − ε h = 2E g equals two times the fundamental gap, E g . The scaling of the AR lifetime depends on the scaling of the final density of state and the Coulomb coupling. The former scales linearly with the volume of the NC. 49, 50 Determining the scaling of the latter is more involved. Naively, one would predict it to scale with R Surprisingly, the noninteracting formalism shows pronounced deviations from the interacting formalism for CdSe QDs with diameters as small as ∼ 2.5 nm, much smaller than the exciton Bohr radius (a B = 5.6 nm for CdSe). 48 This was a rather surprising result as all QDs studied here have R QD < a B , where electron-hole interactions are rather small compared to the confinement kinetic energy (see inset in Fig. 2 ).
The deviations in AR lifetimes predicted by the two formalisms are even larger for CdSe NRs. In Interestingly, more recent experimental measurements show nearly no volume effect on the AR lifetimes in CdSe NRs (striped blue square), 24 however, the same authors reported on the inconsistencies between transient absorption and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements (for the largest system studied, the two measurements differ by a factor of ≈ 3). Similar inconsistencies for NRs were reported for the reverse process, by which a hot exciton decays into a biexcitonic state by impact excitation, leading to multiexciton generation (MEG). Preliminary measurements reported a notable volume dependence of the impact excitation rate, 51, 52 while more recent theoretical work, 53 followed by experimental validation, 27 argued that impact excitation rates are volume independent. This suggests that different experimental setups (synthesis and optical measurements) may lead to different scaling behavior. A similar reasoning may also explain the discrepancy between the two sets of experimental results on AR lifetimes shown in Fig. 5 . However, more experimental work is needed to fully understand the diversity of experimental outcomes, in particular, given that our new theoretical predictions are consistent with one set of measurements but not the other.
Returning to the AR lifetime scaling with volume in NRs, the noninteracting formalism behaves as
AR,NR ∝ V 2.02 . This is expected based on the scaling of the Coulomb matrix elements with the diameter and length of the NR, 53 but is in contrast to the scaling observed both experimentally 23 and theoretically using the interacting formalism. Thus, including electron-hole correlations is needed for both a quantitatively and qualitatively accurate description of the AR lifetime calculation in NRs. Intuitively, this result makes sense due to both the lack of confinement along the NR axis and the large electron-hole binding energy in CdSe NRs (∼ 200 meV) 48 contributing to making the noninteracting carrier approximation invalid in NRs.
As mentioned above, it is experimentally difficult to independently control the NR diameter and length; however, it is trivial to do computationally, so we analyzed the AR lifetime scaling separately for the NR diameter and length. We found that the AR lifetime scales approximately quadratically-cubically with the length of the NR in the noninteracting formalism, while it scales nearly linearly in the interacting formalism (Fig. 6 ), in agreement with previous experimental measurements. 23, [26] [27] [28] 30 However, the scaling with the length of the NR depends slightly on the diameter. We also observed an approximate D ism is accurate further corroborates previous kinetic models and experiments that argued that the total AR rate in NRs increases quadratically with the number of excitons, n (k AR (n) ∝ n (n − 1) /2). 10, 25, 28, 54 In other words, kinetic models of AR in NRs should model AR as a bimolecular collision of two excitons; in opposition to the combinatorial scaling of n 2 (n − 1) /2 if modeling AR as a three particle collision between free, noninteracting electrons and holes. Overall, these results on CdSe NRs add to the body of work that electrons and holes form bound 1D Wannier excitons in 1D systems such as semiconductor NRs and carbon nanotubes. [55] [56] [57] [58] In conclusion, the interacting approach developed here for calculating AR lifetimes in NCs provides a framework that is able to predict quantitatively accurate AR lifetimes in both QDs and NRs. Our Altogether, the interacting formalism outlined in this Letter constitutes a large step in bringing theoretical studies up to speed with ability of experimentalists to measure AR lifetimes and, in general, multiexciton dynamics. Our approach allows for direct comparisons and joint investigations between theorists and experimentalists as it permits accurate theoretical calculations of AR lifetimes for experimentally relevant nanostructures of any dimensionality and composition. It should be noted that our framework assumes the excitons scatter coherently; thus, systems in which exciton diffusion is the rate limiting step are currently outside the scope of our approach. In future work we plan to apply our formalism to study AR in CdSe NPLs and extend it to also include exciton diffusion processes, to resolve another experimentally controversy where two different methods provide significantly different scaling behaviors in 2D NPLs.
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Methods A detailed derivation of the equations along with additional information and discussion on the implementation of the theory using the semi-empirical pseudopotential method, filter-diagonalization technique, by the interacting (green circles), the noninteracting (red triangles) formalisms along with experimentally measured (blue squares: solid 23 , vertical 24 and horizontal 25 lines) AR lifetimes. The three different sizes used correspond to the three different diameters (1.53 nm, 2.14 nm and 2.89 nm) studied computationally.
Power law fits, τ AR = a × V b , are also shown for each of the three sets of AR lifetimes. 
